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Forward
Many teachers and many schools already have an interactive
whiteboard in their class. But sadly, many do not, and for those that
do have them, these boards get pushed to the side and do nothing but
gather dust. This is primarily due to the amount of training educators
think is needed to successfully operate an interactive whiteboard.
Flow!Works Annotation Software completely removes this stigma of
interactive tablet and whiteboard use in classrooms. The following
lesson suggestions were made using Flow!Works and are meant to
show you the full range of options and capabilities of this software.
This guide was made using Flow!Works and the Expansion Packs
available from www.Qomo.com. Please visit the Flow!Works page
under Products to download these files.
As a former English teacher, I know that the demands on time and
efforts are pretty high on educators. At the same time, we want to
create meaningful lessons and maintain a healthy learning
environment in our classrooms. With Flow!Works Annotation
Software, this can be done with a little more ease, a little more
effectiveness, and a little more fun.

Kyle Greetham MA
Hazem Mahdy MB

Qomo HiteVision Curriculum and Training Team

Flow!Works Annotation Software comes free with every QWB
Whiteboard and Interactive Tablet.
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MATHEMATICS
Algebra
Algebra can truly be made more interactive and more lively using the
Document Camera or QWB. Where normally, figures and drawings are
fixed on a piece of paper or chalkboard, we can make these drawings
and lessons more exciting and interactive.

Lesson 1: Teaching the Distributive Property
Interactive Lesson: Math: Distributive Property

Understanding the basics is very important to learn early and learn
well. Otherwise, branching out to more complex topics becomes
difficult and students have trouble with the material.
When teaching simple rules and data, it helps to engage your students’
minds in as many ways as you can. Instead of looking at static
numbers and non interactive pictures, active material is much more
powerful.
The Flow!Works program allows you to move any object written on the
board. Whether moving the entire screen or a simple number, this
function offers limitless abilities.
The Distributive Property in Algebra is an important concept to learn.
Since numbers are going to be distributed in multiple places, you can
actively move these numbers to visually solidify this concept.
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Here we have a few equations that we need to simplify. Write them
on the board as you normally would.

Using the Select tool, draw a circle around the multiplying number.
This area is now interactive and can be moved, stretched, made a
different color, etc…
Now we can explain to our students that this number will be multiplied
to all values in the parentheses. Place your finger on the top left
corner on the selected object. Physically moving the number next to
the values allows your students to truly see the process.

Seeing the process makes calculating and learning key concepts a lot
more successful.
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Lesson 2: Graphing a line using Slope-Intercept Form
One great thing about Flow!Works is that you can change the
background images on a slide to something that fits your lesson plan
better. For Algebra, the Coordinate Plane system Background works
well.

Here we have a Coordinate plane as our background and we can write
and make notes on it however we want.

The slope of a graphed line is defined as a fraction and is read by RISE
/ RUN. We can show our students this on the coordinate plane.

In this photo, the RISE is + 7 and the RUN is + 4. Counting this out,
we can find our spot that the line would intersect.
Next, we want to plot the line on the graph. Using the dots we drew;
let’s draw a line through them. Using the Intelligent Pen tool, we
can draw a straight, accurate line. Place your finger or pen on the
board and draw a line connecting the points. This will automatically be
made straight.
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Students can now graph like a pro with fun technology!
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Lesson 3: Graphing Exponential Functions.
Interactive Lesson: Math: Graphing Exponential Functions

Flow!Works comes with a built-in Geometry Palette containing
geometric shapes and graphing lines. This, combined with the
Coordinate Plane background can make teaching this lesson exciting
and very adaptable.
Pull up the Coordinate Plane as your background. Now, tap the
Index Tab on the left hand side of your screen. You can change this
index to the Geometry Pallet by tapping the Switch Functional
Panel button. Select Geometry Palette.

The Geometry Palette is divided into 3
sections containing shapes and
functions.

On the bottom, select the Exponent
Function.
Placing your finger on the board, slide your finger diagonally down to
size the line.
This line can always be moved to any spot we like just by placing your
finger on it and dragging it over.
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Using an equation, we can now ask our students to correctly place the
line at what points it intersects.

With your students being able to interact with an active line that can
always be resized and moved is a powerful way to teach Algebra and
stay hands-on!
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Geometry
If you are a Geometry teacher, you are definitely going to have a lot of
fun with Flow!Works! With virtual tools such as the Compass,
Protractor, Rulers, etc… you no longer have to rely on expensive
equipment to teach your class on the board. And all these can be used
by your students for a more effective learning environment.
Along with the Geometry Palette, Flow!Works can be a powerful
everyday tool to upgrade your classroom! Forget imagining how an
angle rotates, and actually show it!
Lesson 1: The Pythagorean Theorem
The Pythagorean Theorem is an important concept to learn. It builds
the foundation for more complicated math subjects and is a
cornerstone of Geometry.
Learning formulas like this can be made easier and more exciting with
Flow!Works. Especially with the Intelligent Pen tool.
Start by explaining to the student what the Pythagorean Theorem is by
writing it on the board.
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With a new page or workspace, tap the Intelligent Pen icon on the
toolbar. Place your finger on the board, and draw a triangle in one
motion. The Intelligent Pen function will auto-correct the lines and
make them straight, but also make the triangle interactive.
Tap the Select icon and draw a circle around one of the angles. This
selects the drawn object and brings up a box around it. Press the
bottom left icon. This brings up the Planar Figure menu. Tap the
Planar Information icon and this will show the lengths and angles of
the object.

The triangle is still interactive, so by dragging one of the angles to a
different location, the lengths and angles will auto-adjust as well.
Have your students move the far angle to several different lengths and
calculate the different lengths to test the Theorem.
Seeing this in an interactive way and as something they can touch and
play with really makes a lasting impression when studying later on.
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Lesson 2: The Triangle Sum Property
Interactive Lesson: Math: Triangle Sum Property

The Triangle Sum Property lays the foundation for triangles and angles
and should definitely be well understood.
Much like with the Pythagorean Theorem lesson, the Intelligent Pen
tool also is very useful for teaching about angels and their properties.
Start by explaining to the student what the Triangle Sum Property is
by writing it on the board.

With a new page or workspace, tap the Intelligent Pen icon on the
toolbar. Place your finger on the board, and draw a triangle in one
motion without taking your finger off the board. The Intelligent Pen
function will auto-correct the lines and make them straight, but also
make the triangle interactive.
Tap the Select icon and draw a circle around one of the angles. This
selects the drawn object and brings up a box around it. Press the
bottom left icon. This brings up the Planar Figure menu. Tap the
Planar Information icon and this will show the lengths and angles of
the object.
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The triangle is still interactive, so by dragging one of the angles to a
different location, the lengths and angles will auto-adjust as well.
Have your students move the angels several times and calculate the
different lengths to test the Property.
Making math a hands-on activity makes these lessons note-worthy;
something your students will easily remember for their next exam.
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Lesson 3: Angle Addition Postulate
Interactive Lesson: Math: Complementary - Supplementary

Adding angles in Geometry is a pretty simple procedure. Adding
angles in Flow!Works makes for a fun activity that will capture your
students’ attention throughout the whole lesson.
Using the Geometry Palette, let’s select Angle and using your finger,
drag it onto the board.

Now select Angle again, and drag another angle on to the board.
Using the Select icon, drag your finger through the angle and we can
resize the lines to how we want it. Move the angle so that one of the
legs rests upon the leg of the other angle and on the same base line.
Now with Select still selected, make a circle around the now adjacent
angles. This will group the two angles and open up the object menu.
Tap the Planar Information button to show the angle
measurements.
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Now we can explain to our students that if the sum of 2 angles equal
90 degrees, they are considered Complimentary. If the sum of 2
angles equal 180 degrees, they are considered Supplementary.

Using the Protractor, we can measure this so that it is clear to all our
students. This way, students touch, see, and interact with concepts
that were before static.
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Trigonometry
Lesson 1: Trigonometry Functions: Soh Cah Toa.
Interactive Lesson: Math: Trigonometry

More complex math functions are often confusing and hard to grasp.
We can aid this process and make it a little less difficult by triggering
visual cues to facilitate the learning process. In this lesson, we are
going to teach the mnemonic Soh Cah Toa for the trigonomic
relationships.
Start by selecting the Intelligent Pen tool on the bottom toolbar and
construct a proper triangle. The Intelligent Pen will autocorrect lines
and make them sharp.
Now, add markers to identify the angles and lengths of the triangle.

Now we can explain to our students that there is a mnemonic device
used to explain the trigonomic functions. Write this on the slide for
your students. With the Select icon selected, we can drag the specific
markers in our explanation for easier visualizing.
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Science
Biology
Lesson 1: Pedigree Charts: Dominant and Recessive Genes.
Interactive Lesson: Science: Pedigree Charts: Dominant and Recessive Genes

Teaching Biology with Flow!Works is a great way to leave your
students with more memorable and note-worthy lessons. Not only can
you use it as you would a normal chalkboard or normal white board,
but we can also include pictures and have set templates ready for
quick use.
With a new slide open, tap the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select
Change Background Picture and select the Family Tree picture.
Now we have a template for mapping different generations of
organisms and traits along with it.

Now we can tell our students the story of Gregor Mendel and his study
of genes. We can tell this story and give a lively description with some
pictures which will also help our lesson flow smoothly. In the Image
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Library, add the Pond Plant folder (Under Ecology). From here, we
can select a plant and drag it onto the board next to the individual
members in the family tree.
As we recall from Mendel’s work, the tall gene was found to be
dominant and the short gene was recessive so sizing the pictures to
match this is a nice way to link this information.
Writing out the law of Independent Assortment, we can teach this
lesson very clearly so that our students can truly see this concept.
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Zoology
Lesson 1: Classifying a Spider by Visual Characteristics
You can make Zoology and other Biology oriented studies really
powerful with Flow!Works’ ability to import pictures and annotate over
them. With this function, we can add visual cues to our oral
instructions to really imprint information in students’ minds.
First we need to find a picture of a spider online. So we need to switch
into Mouse Mode. On the bottom toolbar, select Switch Mode.
Flow!Works collapses to let you use the board or tablet just like a
normal mouse. Once we have the picture we like, keep that page on
your desktop and switch back using the same Switch Mode icon.
Now, we are going to capture this picture and bring it into our
Flow!Works slide. Select the Start icon. Then go to Tools and select
ImageCapturer. Once selected, define the region of the spider we
want to capture with your ringer. After letting go, Flow!Works will
bring our slide back and we can size the captured picture the same
way as before.
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After sizing our picture, we can then annotate over it to show
important aspects that classify spiders such as their eight legs,
multiple eyes, etc…
Using this same process, we can also add pictures of insects and other
creatures to differentiate and group these species together.

Adding visual cues to oral instruction is always a successful process
and with interactive capabilities like this, you are sure to find your
students really engaged and interested in lessons like these.
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Astronomy
Lesson 1: The Planets In Our Solar System
Interactive Lesson: Science: Solar System

One great thing about Flow!Works is that it can enhance even the
most fun lessons and enhance them. Astronomy is already a very
intriguing and fun subject to teach as well as learn. We are going to
make it even more enjoyable. In this lesson, we are going to make an
interactive lesson that teaches the order of the planets in our solar
system.
Start off with changing the slide color. Tap the Start icon on the
bottom toolbar. Then select Change Background Color and change
it to black.
Now we are going to draw rotation rings using the Protractor tool.
Select Start again, then Tools, and select Protractor. By dragging
the legs outward, we can resize the arc made by the Protractor, so
draw arcs for each of the planets in the solar system.

Flow!Works Image Library comes complete with a Solar System
folder so add it from the following directory: Image Library Folder –
Science – Solarsys. Now drag the image of each planet onto the left
side of the board. With the Select tool selected, we can now have our
students place the planets in the correct order along the rotation arcs.
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Everyone knows the Acronym “My Very Educated Mother Just Served
Us Nine (Pies)”. This is one more way to take your lesson plans out of
this world.
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Language Arts.
Arts
Parts of Speech
Lesson 1: Identifying Nouns.
Interactive Lesson: Language Arts: Identifying Nouns

You can make it even more visual this time by using images.
Flow!Works comes with it own Image Library but you can also
choose to use any image you have saved or even cut and paste
images directly off the internet. So be creative and allow yourself to be
spontaneous.

Again let your students drag the correct word to fill the blank.
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Essays and Creative
Writing
Lesson 1: Brainstorming
Teaching how to write an effective essay can be a very tiring process
for educators. Lots of work goes in to making sure students can argue
well and support those arguments.
Flow!Works can help this process and keep students on task by
visualizing how their ideas connect. This helps students make their
thoughts flow well together… no pun intended.
First, tap the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select Change
Background Picture. Select the Brainstorming background. Here
we have an idea web to help with the brainstorming process.

So now we can fill in our main ideas and the arguments and support
for each. We can make this easier by zooming in on the circle we are
working on. Tap the Zoom In icon on the toolbar. Then, place your
finger at one corner of the area we want to magnify and drag through
to size the box. Taking your finger away will zoom in to this area so
we can write easier.
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When finished, tap the Zoom Out icon and tap the board to zoom
back to the original picture. Now we have a completed idea web that
can be used to write a strong essay. Just wait and see what effect this
has in your class!
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Lesson #2: Writing a Compare/Contrast Essay.
When comparing two things in an essay, it is good to have a set list
from which to form your argument. This is usually done by using a
Venn diagram. There is such a diagram in Flow!Works.
Tap the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select Change Background
Picture. Select the Venn Diagram picture. Now we have a Venn
diagram set to our background and we can start brainstorming.

This topic is going to be Democracy vs. Communism. In the outer
circles, list the differences that each form of government has, and in
the inner circle; the similarities.
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Now we have active information that we can always add to, take from,
and change as needed while at the same time providing a starting
point from which to base the students’ arguments.
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Lesson 3: Proofreading and Peer Editing.
Always remember that through Flow!Works you have instant access to
your pc and everything on it. This offers unlimited means of
integration and new ways of interaction.
Writing essays involves a lot of editing and rough drafts. Peer editing
can be a helpful way for students to learn, and saves the teacher a lot
of time.
Using the Screen Annotation feature, you can work on and annotate
over any program or file on your computer. This includes Microsoft
Word, PowerPoint, Internet, Live Video, etc…
Switch to mouse mode using the Switch Modes icon on the bottom
toolbar. Now, open up a word document or essay your student(s) have
written. Now we can go through the content and proof read it with the
class making corrections as they go along.

When finished select the Embed icon on the bottom toolbar. Now all
notes and marks made on the document will be embedded and saved
in the file itself. When exiting the file, make sure to save and this
activity will remain for students to use when writing their final drafts.
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Grammar
Lesson 1: “I” Before “E”
Interactive Lesson: Language Arts: I Before E

Grammar rules are difficult to memorize in any language and could be
overwhelming for students since there are so exceptions. Making the
rules fun, colorful, and interactive can help them remember.
For this lesson, we are going to demonstrate the “I before E” rule.
Write the rule as you usually would on the board using different colors
for the “i” and “e” letters. Now, place some examples for the students
to practice on as shown below.

Have your students drag the letters onto the blanks for the three
different examples until they get it right! Hands-on learning is very
effective especially with grammar. Now they will never forget that “i”
comes before “e”, except after “c”, or when sounded like “a” as in
“neighbor” and “weigh”.
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Social
Studies:
History
Lesson 1: The American Civil War, Dates and Territories.
Interactive Lesson: Social Studies: American Civil War

History is a very important subject to learn. We cannot move forward
if we do not where we’ve been. And those who do not learn from
events in history are destined to repeat them. With Flow!Works, we
can make the past come alive!
Not only does Flow!Works come with a large collection of background
images, but new images can always be added to this as well. Let’s do
that now. Let’s find an outlined map of the United States form the
internet. Once we have this saved, simply add this file into the
Backgrounds folder and you can select this image just like any other
background picture.
The folder can be found at the following address:
C:\Program Files\QOMO\Flow!Works\image\Background
Now we are ready to teach. Tap the Start icon on the toolbar. Then
select Change Background Picture. Select the Timeline image.
Now we have a timeline template set to our background and we are
able to fill in important dates in history. Let’s do that for the years of
the Civil War.
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Here is where we want to use our new map. Now select New Slide on
the toolbar. Under Change Background Picture, find our new map
and select it. Now this map is fixed to our background and we can
annotate over it.
Select Pen on the toolbar and with the Set Pen Color icon in red,
trace the borders of the confederacy as they were in the Civil War. Do
the same for the Union in blue and the border states in another. Now
we can add in important battle locations, movement routs from the
respective armies.

a
Lively and active history lessons like this really can make the past
come to life.
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PE/GYM
Set Plays
Lesson 1: Visualizing plays in American Football.
Flow!Works is a great way to teach strategy in a sport, especially since
you can annotate over anything. This can be a great way to get your
players to start visualizing the entire field, not just on their own
contributions.
Seeing the team work as a unit is a great way to teach the concept of
teamwork and have players really concentrate on doing their part.
This is something very important in football.
First, let’s put up a gridiron as our background. Tap the Start icon on
the toolbar. Then Change Background Picture. Select the picture
of a gridiron.
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Now select the Pen icon. Draw the formation of your players and the
opposing players on the field.
Now draw in routes and options that your players need to know for the
next game.

Players can really pay attention and focus on the play without having
to crowd around a clipboard to see what their play is going to be. See
what effect this has during your next game!
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Strategizing
Lesson 1: Set Pieces for a Corner Kick in Soccer.
When players crowd around a coach and a clipboard, not everyone
gets a good view of the play or setup. This is especially important
when teaching complex skills and plays. Flow!Works can make this a
lot easier.
Tap the Start icon on the toolbar. Now select Change Background
Picture. Select the Soccer image. Now we have a soccer field as our
background and we can use this to show player position and
movement.

Tap the Zoom In icon on the toolbar and place your finger on one
corner of the field. Drag your finger to draw a box to focus on for a
corner kick set play. Now we can mark player positions and the
movement they should make in certain situations.
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Using the Sports tab in the Image Library to add colorful pictures to
this setup will really hammer home important concepts!
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Music
Teaching Basics
Lesson 1: Learning Sheet Music: Notes
Interactive Lesson: Music: Music Notes 1-1, 1-2, 1-3

Teaching the basics of music requires a lot of repetition and students
need to know their notes if they are ever going to really start playing.
Flow works can make this process much easier.
Start off by tapping the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select
Change Background Picture. Select the Sheet Music background
picture. Now we have scales set to our background and we are ready
to add notes.
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Now let’s go to the Image Library. With the Music tab opened, drag
notes onto the page and arrange them in two sets; notes on lines and
notes in the spaces between the lines.
*Note: You can set the Image Library to stay on the board by tapping
the Push-pin icon. You can set one note and copy and paste it for all
other notes for consistency.
Now label the notes with their respective signatures. We can now
teach our students the acronyms:
Every Good Boy Does Fine
and
F A C E.

Note that these notes can still be moved around and sized differently.
This concept as well as being able to see the notes at this size with
this atmosphere really adds another edge to learning basics.
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Composing
Lesson 1: Chords: Blending notes together
Interactive Lesson: Composing, Chords Training

When composing or learning more complex music skills, it’s important
to be able to clearly see what you are playing. When students learn
chords and music theory, it helps to be able to see the full spectrum of
the effect a blended sound can make. This can be easily done in
Flow!Works and make the process more enjoyable.
Start off by tapping the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select
Change Background Picture. Select the Sheet Music background
picture. Now we have scales set to our background and we are ready
to add notes.
Now let’s go to the Image Library. With the Music tab opened, drag
notes onto the slide and set them under the scale so they can be
moved later.
Now, select the Media icon on the bottom toolbar. Media allows you
to import images, sound files, or even movies into the slide. In this
lesson, we are going to add music files of individual chords in. Select
the file that stores these files and drag them onto the slide just like
any other image. Order the chords in increasing pitch down the scale.
Now, when we drag our finger through the icon, the note will play.
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Now have your students match the correct base notes and
corresponding harmonies for each tone. Seeing, hearing, interacting.
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Ear Training
Lesson 1: Hearing Notes
Interactive Lesson: Ear Training 1

Not only can Flow!Works import picture files, but audio files as well.
This ability offers many options and expands our possibilities even
further. This can work very well with music and more specifically, eartraining. Choir and singing classes can be a long, difficult process.
With Flow!Works, we can make these lessons interactive and engage
not only visual learning, but also audible learning.
Start off by tapping the Start icon on the toolbar. Then select
Change Background Picture. Select the Sheet Music background
picture. Now we have scales set to our background and we are ready
to add notes.

Now let’s go to the Image Library. With the Music tab opened, drag
notes onto the slide and set them under the scale so they can be
moved later.
Now, select the Media icon on the bottom toolbar. Media allows you
to import images, sound files, or even movies into the slide. In this
lesson, we are going to add music files of individual notes. Select the
file that stores these files and drag them onto the slide just like any
other image. Now, when we drag our finger through the icon, the note
will play.
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Now have the students play the file and drag the notes to their
respective signatures. We can literally touch the music!
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Music Appreciation
Lesson 1: Famous Composers
Interactive Lesson: Music Appreciation: Beethoven

Music Appreciation is more than just some names, titles, and dates. It
is the study of the theory, history, and culture of music. Students do
not always share this point of view, but for music teachers, sparking a
will to learn music and a love of melodies is the ultimate goal.
As stated in the previous lessons, not only can we import picture files,
but also audio files. Select the Media icon on the bottom toolbar.
Select the music file you wish to play and drag it onto the screen.
Now tap Select on the toolbar. Tap or drag your finger across the
audio icon and the song will play.
So if teaching about a famous composer (We’ll use Beethoven), we can
include a picture of the man, himself, an article from the internet, a
sample of his music, and the accompanying song itself to be played.
Combining these elements creates a lasting effect making learning
exciting and easier. The harder a lesson is to forget, the less effort
needed to study for it in the upcoming test.
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